2007 ford f150 review

Although it's the easiest of the full-size trucks to drive on an everyday basis, the Ford F loses
some points for its mediocre acceleration and missing safety features. If you want to know what
the best-selling vehicle in the U. Although this line of full-size pickups includes the larger Super
Duty trucks and even commercial-use chassis cabs, most consumers end up with the
entry-level F-Series truck, the half-ton Ford F Last redesigned for , the F has been tailored for
today's pickup buyer who's as likely to use his truck for daily commutes and family errands as
he is for serious towing and hauling tasks. Drive it around with an empty bed and the Ford F
delivers a smooth ride, nimble handling and a quiet cab. In crew cab SuperCrew form, that cab
can comfortably accommodate five or six people. Carrying passengers in the backseat is still a
viable option if you get an extended cab known as a SuperCab , and even regular cabs offer
reverse-opening access doors for easy access to the storage area behind the seats. Interior
ergonomics are excellent, and a wide selection of option packages allows buyers to personalize
the look of the cabin. If there's a downside to the Ford F, it's the truck's lackluster engine
offerings. Although the top-line 5. Curb weight is the main culprit, as the F significantly
outweighs every one of its competitors. Another issue is that Ford's pickup truck still uses a
four-speed automatic transmission, while most other automakers have switched to five-speed
automatics for improved acceleration and fuel economy. This doesn't mean you won't be
satisfied with a Ford F purchase. For buyers who don't require the quickest full-size truck out
there, the F compensates with its civility: This is by far the easiest of the half-ton pickups to
drive on an everyday basis, and with the wide range of body styles and equipment, you're sure
to find one that meets your needs. A full-size pickup truck, the Ford F is available in regular cab,
extended cab known as SuperCab and crew cab known as SuperCrew body styles. Regular
cabs come with a 6. The F SuperCrew takes either the 5. Regular and SuperCabs come with
reverse-opening rear doors for easier cab access, while SuperCrews have four full-size doors.
The STX is similarly equipped but adds body-colored bumpers, sportier wheels and a few
additional features, such as a cloth bench seat, air-conditioning and an upgraded sound system
with a CD player and an MP3 player input jack. The volume leader in the lineup is the midgrade
XLT, as it offers the widest array of available options, as well as chrome exterior trim, an
upgraded cloth interior, cruise control and power windows, mirrors and locks. The FX4 is
geared toward off-road enthusiasts as it includes underbody skid plates, retuned springs and
heavy-duty shocks, as well as inch alloy wheels and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. High-line
F Lariat models cater to buyers looking for an upscale ambiance with interior features like
brushed aluminum and wood highlights, leather upholstery, a power driver seat, automatic
climate control and a trip computer. The former adds two-tone exterior paint, exclusive tan
leather upholstery and wood-grain interior accents, while the latter specifies monochromatic
paint, inch alloy wheels and black leather seating. Stand-alone options on the Ford F include a
navigation system, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system and a sunroof. There are three engine
choices in the F line: a 4. Available only on regular cabs, the 4. The 4. Both V8 engines are
matched to four-speed automatic transmissions. The V6 gets a standard five-speed manual,
with the automatic available as an option. Buyers have a choice between two- and four-wheel
drive on all versions of the F; all 4x4 trucks offer shift-on-the-fly convenience and an electronic,
push-button transfer case is available on higher-line trims. Properly equipped, an F with the 5.
Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard across the board, and traction control is optional
on 2WD V8 models. Unlike some of its competitors, the F does not offer side airbags or stability
control. Thanks to its stiff frame, double-wishbone front suspension and rack-and-pinion
steering, the Ford F delivers impressive ride and handling dynamics for a full-size pickup truck.
Unfortunately, the truck's excessive curb weight bogs down the 4. Brake pedal feel is solid, but
the F's weight is a factor here as well, resulting in longer stopping distances compared to the
competition. Cab accommodations are pleasant in the F, as all versions offers simple controls,
solid materials and plenty of room to spread out. An optional overhead console uses
interchangeable modules so owners can add whatever features they find most useful. Without
this console, though, the F is a little short on storage space. Hauling larger items is no problem,
however, as the rear seats in extended cabs and crew cabs fold up to make way for cargo.
Thanks to the midyear availability of an optional supercharger, the Ford F Harley-Davidson goes
off to work with horsepower. No doubt, is a huge number. But what is more remarkable about
this newest version of the Harley F is that there are more Harley-Davidson badges plastered in,
on, around and near this truck than there are horses under the hood. An American Tradition
Since Never a model of restraint, the Harley-Davidson edition of the F has been a visual
adventure in branding since Ford and Harley began their marketing collaboration in , yet this
example of a glorious American tradition sets a new standard for logo-fication. When this truck
arrived at our office, all metallic purple and shiny chrome, we set out to count all of the Harley
logos. Let's see: one on the center cap of each polished inch wheel; a badge the size of a

dessert plate on each of the front fenders and on the tailgate; and tall chrome letters that spell
out "Harley-Davidson" on each side of the cargo box. Once inside, we started counting the tiny
logos on the plastic trim of the center stack and door panels. Imagine a Louis Vuitton bag with
its "LV" logo spread all over it. But the bag is a Ford pickup truck, the "LV" is a little Harley
badge, and the owner, it can safely be assumed, is a different person. Our logo count got to the
triple digits before our eyes glazed over and we gave up and went to eat a sandwich. This was
before we noticed that the frit the dotted black pattern etched into the edges of many car
windshields was comprised of -- yipes -- tiny little Harley badges instead of dots. You Seem
Strangely Familiar If this supercharged version of the Harley-Davidson F looks familiar to you,
it's probably because it is in the same getup as the Harley-Davidson F that went on sale last fall.
The new version has the same aerodynamic-style bodywork trim pieces, same inch
forged-aluminum wheels, same captain's chairs, same 3. The package has been engineered by
Saleen, the California company that started out building hopped-up Mustangs, then went racing
at the 24 Hours of Le Mans with its midengine S7 sports car and eventually did the assembly of
the Ford GT. The bottom line is hp at 5, rpm and pound-feet of torque at 4, rpm. If hp sounds
familiar, it's because this is exactly the same peak output of the Saleen S Supercharged Sport
Truck that we drove last month. Think of the Saleen S as a super-sport motorcycle, while the
Harley-Davidson is, well, more like a Harley, an American cruiser. The Saleen has been slammed
down on Eibach springs and Sachs dampers and serious-as-a-heart-attack, inch
forged-aluminum wheels. Its fashion is function. The Harley truck, by comparison, is given to
glittering finishes, an accessory catalog of billet-made bits on wheels. Power to the Purple! Let
us begin by saying that hp is an enormous amount of juice. Yet when bolted into something as
big and heavy as a four-door, full-size pickup truck, hp is slightly less enormous. At about 5,
pounds, the rear-wheel-drive Harley F loads each of these horses with more than 12 pounds of
mass. That's about one pound per horse more than a Mustang GT carries. So the Harley is fast,
but not, you know, like Freakin'-Horsepower fast. Figure a run to 60 mph in about 7 seconds.
The most recent run-of-the-mill F with a hp 5. Ford also says that the Harley's exhaust system
has been "cranked up into a sustained growl," and we suppose that's one way of putting it. A
"monotonous drone" is a less generous description. The throttle pedal is something of a toggle
switch for the engine audio. Keep your foot out of the throttle and the Harley is commendably
quiet. A tiny press turns on the full-force exhaust noise. The tone of the exhaust doesn't really
seem to rise and fall with engine speed and instead becomes your familiar and constant
companion. It is not an arrangement that's to our taste. It's a pretty big space, suitable for big
guys who like to wear leather. The four-door cab has transformed the pickup truck into a device
that makes as much sense on weekends as it does during the week, and the Harley F makes a
pretty good recreational vehicle thanks to a towing capacity that exceeds 5, pounds even before
you order up the optional towing package. And since the supercharged V8 has lb-ft of torque on
call, this is a Harley that can tow a couple of Harleys to Sturgis or Daytona bike week without
breathing hard. The interior is trimmed with shiny piano-black surfaces, and you can order an
optional pod of gauges for the dash that will display supercharger boost and air-intake
temperature. It's a pretty stylish place, and it looks neither like an industrial site nor a rental car.
Easy Rider Redux Of course this Harley-signature truck is really about cruising up and down the
highway. The highway ride is actually very civilized, aside from a certain heavy-footed feel from
the weighty inch wheels and tires. The F's boxed-in frame delivers enough structural rigidity to
make the truck seem impressively solid. It's not exactly a lively piece at 5, pounds, and the
controls don't communicate more than the occasional whisper of reassurance, yet you can
hustle down the road at a pretty impressive rate until the speed limiter shuts you down at mph.
There have been some 60, Harley trucks built since , a marketing success that has led Ford to
build a fistful of F special editions this year, including the Saleen and Funkmaster Flex trucks.
There are almost as many specialty Fs as special-edition Mustangs, a reminder that these two
vehicles are essentially the same thing, only in different clothes. You'll find that the Harley, like
its stock motorcycle brethren, is not going to be at home on a racetrack in the way the Saleen
will be. But, remember, that's why you bought a cruiser and not a sport bike. Besides, it's even
harder to count your logos while wearing a helmet. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan

in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Sluggish performance even with larger V8, can't get side airbags, not much interior storage
space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. New standard features on the Ford F include an MP3 auxiliary input jack on all
trims except the base XL and a tire-pressure monitoring system. Plus, the front seats in all Fs
have additional lateral bolstering this year. Lariat buyers can opt for power-folding mirrors with
an auto-dimming feature on the driver side. On the engine side, the 4. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. The Lariat F was the nicest designed truck we drove. The interior was extremely
nice and beat its competitors hands down. It's very well appointed truck but we have taken it
into the mountains on some very tight 4WD trails and it has been a great off-road truck. We will
primarily using the truck for hauling large items and off-roading to get to quiet places in the
mountains. If we were more interested in towing, the F may not have been in play. We have had
great success with Fords in the past. Read less. Love this truck, fun to drive, looks professional
bidding jobs for my tree service, yet fun to drive anywhere. I bought this truck 4 years ago and I
had only one problem and the dealership doesn't hear it. When I start from a cold start not
everytime but most of the time the truck hesitates, makes a clicking noise and then a loud pop.
After that it takes off and won't do it again the rest of the day. The popping sounds like it is
coming from the hubs but with the hesitaten I wonder if it is the motor or transmission but they
can't get it to do it so they won't break nothing down to check it any suggestions. Bought my
truck new, have over , on it. Have not had any problems with my truck at all. It is a great truck.
See all reviews of the Used Ford F Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. The truth is, a Ford F is more like a Harley-Davidson than
you might have realized. The manufacturer provided Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of
evaluation. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. The Ford F comes in a broad range of
models, yet they all seem to have nicely balanced suspensions that make them enjoyable to
drive and well-designed, comfortable cabs. They offer a quiet and refined ride over dirt roads,
rough pavement and freeway slabs. Yet they also offer controlled handling, with a minimum of
body roll in corners. The steering is responsive for cornering and these trucks track like a laser
beam on the highway. Brakes are smooth and responsive. The big 5. The 4. The F comes in six
distinct variants to meet the different needs of a wide range of owners. Within those variants are
three cab choices, three bed lengths, three bed styles, and a choice of powertrains. Ford claims
more than 60 possible variations. All are thoughtfully designed to address the distinct needs
and wants of individual buyers. The F is known for its toughness, strength, and cargo capacity,
while offering interior design and comfort. Its amenities show attention to detail. The base XL is
surprisingly nice inside. The FX4's optional captain's chairs are comfortable. The Lariat is
classy and nicely equipped, with every known amenity. The King Ranch has a western feel
that's very inviting. The SuperCrew features a back seat that's roomy and comfortable for
adults. The SuperCrew offers Ford redesigned the F for the model year. Since then, the model
lineup has expanded with new trim levels, variations, and specialty models. The models feature
more than a dozen subtle improvements inside and out. Among them:. Seat comfort has been
enhanced for A tire-pressure monitoring system now comes standard. Lariat and XLT models
get new grilles for A new DVD navigation system and Sirius satellite radio are available, and an
auxiliary audio input jack is now standard on most models. Power folding mirrors are now
available on FX4 and Lariat models, a useful feature for parking in tight quarters. Towing and
hauling capacities have been increased for , and Ford claims the F is the most capable truck in
its class. Properly equipped, a Ford F can tow 10, pounds or haul more than 3, pounds in the
bed. Each boasts its own interior style and features. Engines, suspensions and cab
configurations are designed to meet specific needs. Engines include a 4. The V6 offers a choice
of four-speed automatic or five-speed manual transmission, but comes in only the most basic
Regular-Cab models. Both V8s come with four-speed automatic transmissions, although the 5.
The flexible fuel version of the 5. A tire-pressure monitor comes standard for XL is readily
identifiable by its black grille and fascia, painted silver bumpers and inch steel wheels. Regular
cab and SuperCab extended cab styles are available, and the latter comes with air conditioning.
Chrome bumpers and cloth seats are optional. Cloth seats, air conditioning, and a CD player
with an auxiliary audio input jack come standard. An audiophile sound system with subwoofer
and six-disc CD changer is optional. It comes with chrome bumpers and a chrome-trimmed
black honeycomb grille that set it apart from the other models. Carpeting is standard, as is
premium cloth upholstery on the standard bench seats or optional captain's chairs. The XLT

features an overhead rail console system that the owner can tailor to his or her needs. The
interior features a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a floor shifter, chrome accents, and black
rubber off-road floor mats; while the exterior is distinguished by a unique bar-style grille,
wheel-lip moldings highlighting inch cast aluminum wheels, and body-color or Dark Shadow
Gray bumpers, depending on paint choice. FX4 is available in regular cab, SuperCab, and
SuperCrew body styles, but the long 8-foot bed is not available. The standard engine is the 5.
The FX4 has its own instrument package with carbon mesh accents on the metallic dashboard.
Captain's chairs in cloth or leather are optional, and the standard bench seat adds manually
adjustable lumbar support for the passenger. It includes a dark accent billet-style grille insert
with body color grille surround, unique inch aluminum wheels, available inch aluminum wheels,
a chrome exhaust tip, fog lamps, unique captain's chairs with center console and floor-mounted
shifter, and a body color front bumper, rear bumper, door and tailgate handles. In the late s, F
went aerodynamically curvy, and although it remained number one in sales, not everyone liked
the look. So for , Ford returned the F to its square-shouldered roots, with a more utilitarian look
that continues essentially unchanged for It's a functional look, but in its own way it's at least as
stylish as the much-heralded Dodge Ram. In fact, the F has a unique image, no small feat when
designing within the hard parameters imposed by a pickup. It's at once crisp, bold, and sturdy.
The F shares styling cues with Ford's handsome Super Duty pickups, including the sharp
downward drop in the forward part of the door windows, allowing a clear view of the massive
outside mirrors. A high beltline gives the truck visual strength and makes occupants feel more
secure. The nose is square in concept, with a large, bold, big-rig grille opening. Yet the front
fascia wraps around to the fenders for a precise, sophisticated appearance. The bodyside and
cargo box sheet metal is chiseled, though it looks slab-sided at the same time, a theme that
carries through to the tailgate. F is both upscale and utilitarian, a look that's very appealing. The
different trim levels are quite distinctive. Practical considerations are a big part of the design,
and some of this can be easily seen. Every bed, no matter which length or style, is more than 22
inches deep, for a generous margin when hauling larger cargoes. The SuperCab extended cab
doors are larger than the vestigial doors on the regular cab, while, as mentioned, the SuperCrew
has four full-size doors. The Ford F features six distinctly different interiors. Your take on each
will vary according to how you think your pickup should be outfitted and how much you want to
spend. The basic XL is surprisingly nice. At the other end of the spectrum is the King Ranch,
which has a western feel that's very inviting. We love the King Ranch, but it's not for everyone.
In recent years we've found the F's front bench seats flat and unsupportive. The seats have
been improved for models, however, and Ford says they provide more support and comfort. The
front bench is still split three ways: The center section flips down to reveal a console with
storage and cup holders. The console is flat, so you can put a clipboard on top of it and it won't
immediately slide off. Radio and HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning controls are
plain but straightforward and easy to operate. Delayed accessory power means you can turn off
the ignition, remove the key, and continue to operate the power windows and run the radio until
you open the door, a nice feature. The SuperCrew features a roomy back seat where adults
should find comfortable and convenient accommodations. The big difference in the back seats
between SuperCrew and SuperCab models is rear legroom: The rear seat bottom flips up for
carrying cargo behind the front seats. The FX4's optional captain's chairs are comfortable, with
decent support for the hips and back. They also look great, trimmed in black leather with light
gray stitching. Adjusting the power seats may be a little awkward for drivers with big arms,
however, because the clearance between the door armrest and the seat is a little tight. Rake
adjustment on the power driver's seat is manual, and raking it forward can be a bit awkward.
The center console between the captain's chairs is deep, holds a lot of stuff, and features a pair
of big, solid cup holders. The floor shifter for the automatic transmission works very well. The
Lariat has one of the classiest, quietest, most completely equipped pickup truck interiors we
have spent time in. Lariat comes with every known amenity. In Lariat trim, an F rivals luxury
cars in terms of design, materials and completeness, with beautiful, rich wood trim, both shiny
and matte metallic finishes on major panels, and a lovely three-pod instrument panel behind the
multi-function steering wheel. One of our few gripes is that the clear plastic over the instrument
panel is too reflective in bright sunlight, making the instruments hard to read. At every level,
attention to detail is obvious. Giant mirrors afford an excellent view rearward. There's a hook for
your dry cleaning. Optional rear park-assist helps greatly when parallel parking one of these big
rigs. Its alarm beeps ever more rapidly as you back toward something and it even turns down
the radio to make sure you hear its warning. A set of overhead storage bins is available that
snap into rails; Ford offers five different sets of these bins, and the aftermarket offers overhead
entertainment systems and other specialty items for this rail system. All of these details make
this truck more pleasant to own and operate. Everything else inside functions very well and

looks good. The Ford F offers a ride that's smooth and firm, with a minimum of body roll in
corners, and a nice, plush ride over cobbled pavement, rutted dirt roads, and freeway slabs.
We've found this to be true in all the models we driven. We were delighted by the ride of the
FX4. It seems smoother than most off-road pickups. It offered a firm but comfortable ride
around Los Angeles even with no weight in the bed to pre-load the rear suspension. The power
rack-and-pinion steering in the F is exemplary. It's responsive, without hesitation or delay, and
without being darty or overly quick or nervous. The truck tracks like a laser beam, turns in
quickly, and recovers quickly even with no load in the bed. The F's excellent ride and handling
are benefits of a frame that's fully boxed with hydroformed front rails. The seven-crossmember
skeleton is stronger, stiffer and heavier than any previous Ford pickup frame. The current frame
is nine times more resistant to twisting and 50 percent more resistant to bending than the
C-channel frame used up through The front suspension is a double-wishbone setup for both
2WD and 4WD models. The rear suspension has outboard shock absorbers to control rear-end
motions better in quick maneuvers. The outboard position literally gives the shocks better
leverage against axle movement, providing better control on washboard surfaces, and reducing
the tendency to skate around in bumpy corners. The rear leaf springs are three inches wide.
Liquid-filled motor mounts and a long list of other measures keep vibration and noise to a bare
minimum. They start slowing the truck just a little way into the pedal travel, and the more you
push the pedal, the more acute the braking becomes. The absence of dead space in the pedal
travel is a welcome relief from typical truck practice. All Fs come with four-wheel vented disc
brakes and ABS. We found the big 5. Rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque, it delivers
quick acceleration. The F's 5. The high-capacity 4R75E four-speed automatic transmission that
comes with the 5. Ford offers a flexible-fuel package for the 5. Flex-Fuel Vehicles FFVs can
operate on gasoline or ethanol blends up to E85; that is, a blend of 85 percent ethanol and 15
percent gasoline. The smaller, 4. Upgraded to horsepower for , the 4. However, the main benefit
of the 4. It's a nice, smooth engine of the traditional pushrod-overhead-valve kind, and we liked
the XL model we drove with it, though performance is sluggish by modern standards. The V6 is
rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque. And in addition to Menacing Monotone Black
with red and blue accent stripes of course , buye. The Ford F delivers a strong combination of
style, interior comfort, performance, ride and handling. With six major trim variants and a choice
of drivetrains and body styles, there's an F for every type of pickup owner. You must be logged
in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle: Towing capacity:
Lbs. Unless otherwise indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include
manufacturer's destination and delivery charges. Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive.
The Lariat F was the nicest designed truck we drove. The interior was extremely nice and beat
its competitors hands down. It's very well appointed truck but we have taken it into the
mountains on some very tight 4WD trails and it has been a great off-road truck. We will primarily
using the truck for hauling large items and off-roading to get to quiet places in the mountains. If
we were more interested in towing, the F may not have been in play. We have had great success
with Fords in the past. Love this truck, fun to drive, looks professional bidding jobs for my tree
service, yet fun to drive anywhere. I bought this truck 4 years ago and I had only one problem
and the dealership doesn't hear it. When I start from a cold start not everytime but most of the
time the truck hesitates, makes a clicking noise and then a loud pop. After that it takes off and
won't do it again the rest of the day. The popping sounds like it is coming from the hubs but
with the hesitaten I wonder if it is the motor or transmission but they can't get it to do it so they
won't break nothing down to check it any suggestions. Bought my truck new, have over , on it.
Have not had any problems with my truck at all. It is a great truck. Best luxury truck in class
Ford is so close to perfect but misses the mark on basic no brainer features and poor warranty.
I'm convinced the engineers do not drive trucks and do models and CAD design for looks not
function. Unfortunately, they could have a home run and turn around the company if they would
listened to the public and get back to basics. Front passengers have elbows in rear cupholders.
Poor location. Most Ford dealerships try to scam general public and still try to con the A, X and
Z plan buyers with over-inflated dealer adds further ruining Ford experience. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the F View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Fs for sale. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. Each ranking was based on
9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Very clean machine and Id like too but it. I
find out everything about the truck I need to know. Reliable work truck Ive ran fords as a
carpenter 4 decades. I really do like the Ford trucks because I have only driven a Ford truck
since There was way more wrong with it than the dealership new and it seems to be a common
theme with fords pre Price, condition, and descriptive features were good. Need that on all
listings. The truck yenns just showed is what Ive been looking for. The trucks appearance was

nice, plenty room for the family, strong engine and performance. Need more info on this truck
like how surface rust on the truck. Great lines, nice truck good color Good condition, Fun.
Really liked the changes both exterior and interior. Nice Read More. In comparison to other this
was a good value. Read More. This is my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models
and they all make very nice vehicles, but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the
competition. Very comfortable ride especia I love the truck , wish it had a sunroof Read More.
The Raptor is the king of pick ups End of Story! My fully loaded raptor is leaps and bounds
better than any of its competitors. Great model year. Definitely go for the heated seats and
sync3. Very good, with 2. Doesnt have leather seats. Good truck ,just missing me driving it,
nothing i lkke ford ,s Read More. Have you driven a Ford F? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View
reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Guru95BRLX writes:. Is this
review helpful? Yes No. James writes:. GuruRL3QM writes:. Jtwheeler writes:. Doug writes:.
Krys writes:. William writes:. Dick writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Ford F reviews.
Read all 26 Ford F reviews. Read all 25 Ford F reviews. Read all 43 Ford F reviews. Read all 31
Ford F reviews. Cars compared to Ford F Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Ford F to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used F in your area?
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I got one it had klm i now have klm iv had to put a
new fule pump bucks the top plastic pease of motor was cracked to fix that brakes tires rear end
blew cost me after that trany went bucks. Fird F 4x4 XL 4 door. This truck sure looks good to
not even limp down the road. It has been one of my most severely devastating life long
disappointments. Smokin' hot. Mudders, top-of-the-line wheels, lift kit, running boards, illegal
tint, rhino bed cover, black on black with a lil' chrome, never wrecked or off-roaded. In the
running for first place in category: every young man's dream. However, I have replaced almost
every single mechanical component from bumper to bumper. Even installed a brand spanking
new crate engine. First, I regret the purchase. Secondly, I screwed myself with one major
replacement repair after another. Sometimes one must be resigned to the fact that no amount of
attention can create a reliable vehicle if it was a lemon to begin with. I should have never
purchased it. I should have traded it off as soon as it began going south. Lesson learned. No
more cash to purchase even a bicycle. Hooray for me! I now walk everywhere I go. I don't have a
running vehicle. The most tragic luck ever. The worst auto I have ever owned. Sucks to be me. I
love my truck. Reliable, good looking, and functions. From hauling kids to horses it's been a
great truck. Fuel economy is kind of a killer. Only thing I would change is I would prefer a
supercrew. My supercab is tight for a baby seat. I have a friend with the same truck but a full
sized backseat and it's perfect. I love my f but after , miles it still runs good. It very comfortable
on long trips. Fair on gas mileage. It has a full box frame under it. All stock. No modifications on
it. Gets great tire mileage. Holds 7 quarts of oil. It's got a 4. The motor has been a tough one.
Mine has thousand miles on the same engine. Drive is incredable very nice truck plenty of
power, lots of room The 5. Worst design in engine history!!! I do not recommend buying a Ford
truck with the cam phaser engine. Truck deserves negative stars for sure. No I would not

recommend this vehicle. I purchased a F crew cab 1 yr ago. The frame is rusted away to the
point it is unsafe to drive. I can't believe that Ford can't build a frame that will last longer than 12
years. I don't call that Ford tough!!! My mechanic told me that my F FX4 was unsafe to drive
because of the rusted frame. No recall for this major issue. Everything else is fine. Never ever
had that happen to me. Big bucks lost. Not happy! To start I bought this truck used. I Owen f 4x4
Iloved it but know changes in and im buying f 4x4. I love my little truck. It gets great gas mileage
all around. I also am bigger than a regular dude car. I can also haul my horse trailer with this
truck! Which is awesome and does not seem to be pulling anything when I have it hooked up.
Only bad this is the carpet interior. I am getting the floor boards wrapped. I love my truck!
Although, I did have to replace my stereo because it stopped working. There is a 6 inch lift with
a set of 35's and it looks really cool. Having the life does it make it ride a little rough, but other
than that the truck is amazing. Frequent oil changes are important in these types of vehicles. As
long as you keep the truck in good condition, you can sell it for a really good price. I haven't
had any huge troubles with this truck. It is really quiet which is nice the interior is very elegant
looking. May not be the ideal family vehicle, but will make a good daily vehicle or grocery pick
up vehicle. Ford f lariat really an reliable vehicle for traveling or even a work truck, best of both
worlds! Very roomy and comfortable, heated seats are my favorite! Backup sensors electric
mirrors! The ac is killer in it also, if you like a nice cold truck on a hot day this is the vehicle! My
Ford F is a reliable and durable truck. I have had the vehicle for 7 years and the only major work
that has had to be done was a new fuel pump last year. I'm the original owner and just replaced
the spark plugs at 98k miles. I also just replaced all the brakes at 96k. It's comfortable, lots of
room, handles very well and for a 4x4 it get decent fuel mileage. It sits 4 large adults very
comfortably, more if you add kids. I have the short bed but have not come across an issue of
not enough room. I'm very happy with my truck. I love that it is so durable and dependable. I
have had only regular maintenance and normal repairs that come with an 11 year old truck, but
nothing major. It rides like a luxury vehicle, not like the trucks of the past. It's built well and will
easily last me another k miles. There's a reason the Ford F is one of the highest rated trucks in
quality and customer satisfaction. It's a high quality vehicle all the way around. This vehicle is
reliable, comfortable, and very roomie. I enjoy the fact that I can haul a lot of building materials,
and that I have room for six passengers if necessary. The pick up section can haul long pieces
of furniture over 6 feet and is extremely reliable. The front seat has a lot of room as well as the
back because there is no hump in the middle of the floorboard. The cooling system works well
throughout the vehicle and I can rely on this to always perform well and consistently. The fuses
go out fast, everything stops working fast. But other than minor stuff it's very reliable if you
have to travel. I have a large family, so it's just big enough for myself I'm family. Not too bad on
gas. The only problems I have experienced are that I had an ignition coil blow, the torque
converter seems like it doesn't disengage every once in a great while and when I hit the gas it
doesn't go but it only takes a second or two to engage, and a window regulator needed to be
replaced. The interior is very nice and comfortable. Good sound system. It goes great in the
snow. Plenty of room in the bed. It has some rust, but not a lot for being 12 years old in
Pennsylvania. Gets decent gas mileage for a V8. I have had some issues resulting from the
mileage on it. I just replaced my throttle body and on board computer. I am saving up to have
my air conditioner and brakes replaced. I enjoy that I am able to move freight and haul furniture.
However, it is currently needing a lot of tune ups, including spark plugs, a new heater core, and
new brakes. I love my Ford f, I used to drive a car but now having a truck I am able to do many
more things. Moving houses was much easier because I could haul more things and I do not
have to worry as much when small flooding occurs in my area. Someday I would love to get
another truck with more features. Good all around truck. With regular servicing it will be a
reliable vehicle. I currently have , mile and have only had to do regular servicing. This includes
oil changes every miles, spark plugs and coil packs every 80, to , miles. Over all I have been
happy with the truck. Over time and mileage performance can go down. I have noticed that
acceleration isn't what it use to be. The ride quality has started to go down. I do acknowledge
that mileage could have an effect on that. The truck is mainly used to commute to school and
work. I average around 20, miles a year and have been happy with the truck. Not the best on gas
mileage Has great torque, power to pull anything under 11k lbs. Rides nice, easy to use 4w
drive. Well laid out interior, heated seats, mirrors great in winter. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort
Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. King
Ranch. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Carl
wrote on February 11, Caitlin J wrote on December 20, April A wrote on November 28, Mike
Menke wrote on November 21, Jay Dillon wrote on October 30, Robert Brockwell wrote on
October 29, Alan Beaird wrote on October 26, Huck B wrote on October 12, Dylan D wrote on

July 30, Patrick Flynn wrote on July 16, Katherine C wrote on July 7, Bailey T wrote on June 19,
Gina S wrote on June 19, Peter B wrote on June 15, Julie C wrote on June 8, Anna K wrote on
April 28, Betty Jo L wrote on April 21, Ashley C wrote on April 19, Garrett T wrote on February
21, Matt S wrote on January 31, Ryli V wrote on January 31, Glenn T wrote on December 21,
Michael T wrote on November 29, David C wrote on November 20, Continue to Overview. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. This F is like a luxury car. Smooth ride, quiet,
handles great, with all the toys you need. It gets 15 in town driving with is pretty good for the
large Triton v8. Performance is great, lots of horse power. Have had no problems at all other
than the cruise control stopped working last year. Ford fixed it with-in an hour. Love to drive it.
I'm like a kid with his first car, love getting behind the wheel. If you have never driven a F, you
need to try it out! After returning from a long deployment, i had my heart set on a truck. I've
checked online for different makes and models but didn't want to pay the prices they were
offering. I went for the pre-owned route. I purchased an '07 XLT Supercab at a local ford
dealership that had extremely low miles, and an offer I couldn't refuse. With a 5. Other than that,
I'm completely satisfied so far. The interior has ample enough room inside that even my 5'8"
teenager has no complaints. I would recommend this truck. I was quite happy with my Ford F
until last week when the neighbor came home with a new Dodge He took me out for a test drive.
I couldn't believe the power of that Hemi and the ride was like a luxury car. I have now got an
order in for a Dodge good bye Ford, so long, see ya. I drive all ove the state in all kind of
conditions, This truck dose all you need it to do and more. We have had problems with fuel mpg
from the mile point and have complained many times,the dealer we bought it from screwed us
the nite we signed the papers and hasn't stopped since. We have paper trail to prove fuel
problem, Be very happy if you get 12 or 13 mpg overall with this truck, fords fuel ranges are way
off,as per ford dealer new truck using a qt of oil every miles is within ford spec's, miles on
diesel trucks. I normally buy a new truck every year. I was buying mostly Chevy's and an
occasional Dodge or Ford up until Since '02 I have been really impressed with Ford F-series
trucks. I have bought 8 Ford pickups, an Escape, an Explorer, an Expedition, and 2 Ford cars
since and they have all been excellent vehicles. I will test drive all the vehicles that appear
interesting the next time I need a new one but I almost bet I will buy another Ford. I will never
buy another Ford product. I thought the first F was just a Friday built car, so I sold it, and
bought a I sued Ford over it, under the lemon law. We settled out of court. This is my second,
and will be the last F I purchase. My first was a regular cab which I used on the farm so I was
not overly concerned about comfort. My is used as a family vehicle and has been a major
disappointment. There is considerable wind and road noise, the seats are very uncomfortable,
and the gas mileage does not even come close to the advertised values. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. All All positive All critical 5 stars only 4 stars only 3 stars only
2 stars only 1 stars only. Add Your Review. I love my truck. It has all the power and confort I
need. Own or Drive this Vehicle? Overall Rating? Research Another Vehicle. XL 4x2 Regular
Cab Styleside 6. XL 4x2 Regular Cab Styleside 8 ft. XL 4x4 Regular Cab Styleside 6. XL 4x2
Super Cab Styleside 6. XL 4x4 Regular Cab Styleside 8 ft. XL 4x2 Super Cab Styleside 8 ft. XL
4x4 Super Cab Styleside 6.
2004 dodge neon starter replacement
1964 mercury comet
nissan qashqai service intervals
XL 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 8 ft. Lariat 4x2 Super Cab Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Regular Cab
Styleside 6. Lariat 4x2 Super Cab Styleside 6. FX4 4x4 Regular Cab Flareside 6. FX4 4x4 Super
Cab Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 6. Lariat 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 5. FX4 4x4
Super Cab Flareside 6. Lariat 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 6. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site.
Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the
option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you
have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned
off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

